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By Ariane Jensen

When it comes to cleaning out and adding to your closet, there are a few tips one can try. There are ways that one can achieve a clean closet without getting rid of everything. On the other hand, there are ways to add to your closet without making it a mess and making it so that you only have clothes that go with that “one top.” There are ways to add to your closet that amp up your overall aesthetic and give you a nice look at the end of the day.

When purging (getting rid of) clothing, there are several ways to start. The first way is to decide if you want to go with the times and fashion. The second thing is decide what time how many times during the year that you want to clean out your closet. Rickey Jones, a senior fashion merchandising and apparel design major shares his routine: “I do a summer clean and then a winter clean,” Jones said. This is a smart tactic because every six months you will be getting rid of the clothing that doesn’t fit you or that doesn’t suit your style anymore.

The third thing to consider is if you’re too attached to clothing you already have. If you are, it’s time to say goodbye to grandma’s sweater or those short shorts you made yourself from those thrift store mom jeans that just don’t fit right anymore. Believe me… it’s time. Gather your courage and either donate them or put them in a box with other sentimental items.

The fourth step is look through all your clothes. If you haven’t worn it in a year or even six months, it’s also time to get rid of it. “With me, I’m kind of impulsive and it’s like if I know I’m not going to be wearing it in the next two weeks then okay, I’m ready to give it up,” Jones said.

One way to figure this out is the coat hanger trick, in which you turn all your hangers so that the hooks face the front of the closet. Then after you wear an item, you turn the hanger toward the back of the closet and at the end of the allotted amount of time (whether it be a season or a year) you can take all the clothes that you didn’t wear in that time and donate them. Knowing when to toss clothes is an attitude that most people should adapt so that you’re really only wearing the clothes you want to be wearing. This encourages college students to donate clothes that they don’t use so more clothing is going out to the poor or the people in need.

When it comes to adding to your closet, there are many things you can do to make your closet a more versatile and less chaotic sh*t hole. Mimi Bonn, YouTube vlogger, image consultant and fashion stylist, suggests using velvet hangers to keep your closet looking elegant and expensive; additionally, this keeps your clothes in better shape in the long run. So look to invest!

She also suggests to find out what colors look best on your skin tone. “Once you understand your color palette, shopping for clothes is so much easier,” Bonn said. Everyone falls into a season whether it’s fall or spring and certain shades of colors will look better on you than others.
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The Merger

The Re/flectors staff

It appears our stint of sunny weather is over as rain is set to roll in later this week. It will still be pleasant temperature wise, so weekend activities may be worth it if you’re willing to weather the storm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
<th>Sunday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High: 75° Low: 57°</td>
<td>High: 77° Low: 63°</td>
<td>High: 73° Low: 61°</td>
<td>High: 74° Low: 53°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 percent chance of rain</td>
<td>50 percent chance of rain</td>
<td>90 percent chance of rain</td>
<td>90 percent chance of rain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Hawthorne

4 bedroom 3 bathroom townhouse

$295/month per person

www.hendleyproperties.com
912-681-1166

---

Read More at Reflectorgsu.com
The Merger
A Message from the Armstrong newspaper

BY THE INKWELL

As the Inkwell has tirelessly talked with the Armstrong community, we have heard many of the same valid concerns — the main one being the suddenness of this decision. Although it is now clear that this consolidation has been in the works for quite some time, the news broke with no time or opportunity for conversation. The vote inevitably went through even following two days of campus protests, the work for quite some time, and the Armstrong community feeling irrelevant and without a voice.

On a bureaucratic level, it makes decent enough sense to funnel the other university’s resources into Armstrong instead of two. But joining two schools with fundamentally different identities and values is more complicated. To strip the culture that Armstrong has cultivated for nearly a century is a devastating blow.

Many students choose Armstrong because they prefer an intimate, small-school atmosphere and favor its impressive degree programs. Although the transition is still under way, another thing made perfectly clear in its execution is that little or nothing was put in place for those students and employees. It will immediately affect, such as those whose sports teams, scholarships and in some cases, jobs, will be eliminated. Our own student newspaper may be included. To put it lightly, not enough people are getting screwed to swing the Board of Regents.

We can’t help but think the upcoming town hall meeting at Armstrong regarding the merger is ‘too little too late’ now that the decision has already been made without student input. Why would either university’s president or the BOR listen to anyone other than sit back and wait for the crying to be over? It is not a matter of principle, but it is extremely important — even downright famous in the state of Georgia. We ask that the dedicated students of Georgia Southern consider that the Armstrong Pirates, though half your size, hold within us a similar pride that we now feel powerless to protect.

With that being said, the town hall meeting at Georgia Southern, on the other hand, may hold some value. At least more than ours. With the decision made, these meetings will be the first steps in blending the best of both worlds. There’s still a possibility that we can save some programs in both schools, and some of the elements that have made our university — our Armstrong — a place that truly embodies what Armstrong’s community since 1935. Things to consider are which school has the better degree programs in each field, the inconvenience of commuting between the two schools and student life (Greek organizations, clubs, etc.).

Of the many things that will be fleshed out in the coming months, it will have to be considered which school has the better degree program in each field. Both have excellent health science and engineering departments may be able to work towards a straightforward decision to combine. But many would not like to see other Armstrong programs, such as liberal studies and arts, compromised.

For example, the liberal and fine arts departments at Armstrong serve many who do not wish to or cannot afford to attend Savannah College of Art and Design, a private institution. These programs in particular benefit from their location in Savannah, arguably the most prosperous art scene in the region, and would not thrive as greatly in Statesboro.

The details of this transition will ultimately boil down to what Georgia Southern wants. Administration and the student body in Statesboro will have the power. If the BOR will listen to any tuition-payers, it will be the students not being affected. If we Pirates have a chance to be represented by anyone, it’s our fellow students in Statesboro. For that reason, those of us at The Inkwell would like to implore Georgia Southern students to consider us when they speak up. At this point, you’re speaking for us.
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Lunch time found to be GS' dining facilities busiest time

BY ALANA TINSLEY

Over the past few years, dining on Georgia Southern’s campus has undergone many upgrades and updates, prompting wait times and transaction numbers to undergo changes as well.

According to Amber Culpepper, assistant university counsel in the Office of Legal Affairs, Wednesday between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. is the busiest time for dining transactions on campus.

Culpepper also found that last semester, Dining Commons had the most transactions at 583,957, Gus Mart inside the Russell Union was the second busiest with 77,750 and the third busiest was the Gus Mart inside the IT building with 57,864 total transactions.

Even though lunch time is the busiest for on campus dining, numerous GS students agree and they’re willing to bear waiting in lunch rush lines.

“The IT [building] sandwiches are the best and the wait for the bagel fries are totally worth it,” Avery Smith, junior sociology major, said.

Gabi Cohen, sophomore psychology major, visits a variety of places at lunch.

“I don’t have a dining plan this semester, but I do have Eaglexpress, so I will go to Lakeside on occasion. Gus Mart is great for snacks, so I’ll go there if I need something quick,” Cohen said.

Cohen added that she avoids Chick-Fil-A during lunch time because it tends to get crazy.

Sophie Stratigos, junior film production major, enjoys on campus dining and other retail locations.

“[On campus dining] is convenient for being on campus all day long. I usually get Chick-fil-A when I’m on campus,” Sophie Stratigos, junior film production major, said.

When on a tight schedule or if you cannot stand the lines, GS offers Tapingo, a mobile pre-ordering service designed for people to place their order online, through smartphone, tablet or computer.

Stratigos believes that Tapingo does help with the wait time in line but the lines are still extremely long, especially at Chick-Fil-A.

Fall Semester’s Transaction Numbers

- Gus Mart (Russell Union): 77,750
- Gus Mart (IT Building): 57,864
- Market Street Deli: 18,192
- Zach’s Brews: 12,932
- Wrapsody: 11,268
- Freshens: 6,981
- Dining Commons and Lakeside: 583,957
Students for Trump organization heading to the Inauguration

For them it’s a chance for them to experience the next president be sworn in as the new leader of the nation.

TAIRI RANDALL
Sophomore business administration major

I was going to the inauguration with or without a ticket. Some people have a ticket, some don’t. If you don’t have a ticket, you can watch the inauguration from the parade route.

CHRISTIAN HART
Campus ambassador for Students for Trump

I think it’s a good thing for the students to head to the inauguration because it helps them, as well as our generation, get involved with politics.

TATE PEARSON
Sophomore biology major

BY TAISHA WHITE
The George-Anne editor

The Students for Trump at Georgia Southern organization is making their way to Washington D.C. to witness the inauguration of President-elect Donald Trump, set to take place on Friday, Jan. 20. Created back in the beginning of the Fall 2016 semester, when the election between then candidates Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump was well on their way to an historic election night, the organization set out to help students become more aware of the political topics and promises that Trump spoke on.

The student based organization’s main mission was to recruit students and invite them to all of their events. Some of their events included sign waving and volunteering in other counties. Some of the group members even made their way to up to Atlanta three weeks prior to Election Day to campaign.

Christian Hart, former campus ambassador for Students for Trump at Georgia Southern, explains how the group was given the opportunity to attend the inauguration.

“I applied and either way, I didn’t really get tickets through my connections. I got tickets through by applying on Rick Allen’s [Georgia Congressman] website.” Hart said. “I was going to the inauguration with or without a ticket. Some people have a ticket, some don’t. If you don’t have a ticket, you can watch the inauguration from the parade route.”

Between 12-15 students (most are GS students) will be going to the inauguration with Hart, not just to be with the rest of the onlookers, but to visit friends that they have met through the internet who campaigned for Trump in different states.

Tate Pearson, sophomore biology major, thinks it’s cool to see college students take interest in the political world.

“I think it’s a good thing for the students to head to the inauguration because it helps them, as well as our generation, get involved with politics.” Pearson said. “I know some young people are not that interested in politics because there is a lot that comes with it. So it is interesting to see people my age be able to learn more about it.”

TaiRi Randall, sophomore business administration major, thinks the opportunity for the Students for Trump at Georgia Southern organization to be at the inauguration is cool, but is focused on what will happen once Trump is officially president.

Randall said, “For them it’s a chance for them to experience the next president be sworn in as the new leader of the nation. My biggest concern is not the inauguration, but what is happening after that. If he is going to hold his word, which I doubt, there will be more job opportunities.”

Brought to you by the Counseling Center & Health Services

EMOTIONAL WISDOM

Take advantage of this educational seminar series open to all students! You may attend any or all sessions based on your needs. Learn relaxation, mindfulness and many other skills to help manage stress.

• Do not have to be a current client of the Counseling Center
• No appointment necessary
• Monday sessions are held in the Health Services Conference Room from 4-5pm
• Wednesday sessions are held at the Counseling Center from 5-6pm
• Visit georgiasouthern.edu/counseling/ for specific topics & dates!

For more updates about upcoming wellness programs, follow or like the University Wellness Program on your favorite social media outlet!

Page designed by Jasmine Davis
To contact the news editor, email ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu
Student Organizations Push for Change on Campus

BY NATALIE TURMAN

Georgia Southern University’s Know Your Worth Book Club and Community Garden organizations are coming together to host a march on Friday, January 20th, in front of the University Bookstore to push for positive changes for African-American students.

“We felt that a rally was necessary to engage support for both organizations. We placed it on an anniversary day because we felt that would be the day, no matter what, people are going to be angry. They are going to be disappointed, they are going to be looking for an outlet,” Keyshawn Housey, vice president of the Community Garden, said.

The march will end at Sweetheart Circle. Once there, speeches and more information about the organizations’ call to action and plans for the clubs will be addressed. The groups hope the march will unite the GS community as they enter a new time.

“For the march, I’m not sure how many people will come out, because people don’t like to be the first to do stuff, so I’m not really worried about numbers or exposure or anything like that. For me, if five people show up or if 500 people show up, it would be a good starting point for us to realize in today’s society, higher level people divide us.” Keith Woods, president of the Know Your Worth Book Club, said.

Both groups have created a call to action for their march. Their call to action asks for a meeting department heads from Human Resources, the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences and the College of Business Administration to discuss the following demands listed on the Community Gardens website:

1. “The course ‘Racism in American Institutions’ must be established at Georgia Southern, required for incoming freshmen and instructed by Mr. Baugh or any other qualified professor of color.”
2. “Provide more funding for the African Studies department and other minority focused departments to expand curriculum and program initiatives.”
3. “Georgia Southern must hire more black professors at a 1:4 ratio matching our student population and provide yearly statistics on the faculty demographics.”

“The last known percentage from 2013 in the National Center for Education Statistics, showed less than 6% of our professors were black. This is a complete disservice to our student body.”
4. “Georgia Southern must provide transparency for the students in regards to budget and allocation of funds within each department. Quarterly reports should be emailed to all students.”

The study mentioned in the Community Garden’s call to action is available online.

The Community Garden is a new organization that plans to assist those living below the poverty line in Bulloch County. The Community Garden encourages members to be aware of their history and culture. The organization wants people to be more aware of the problems in the world and how they can help fix them.

“We hope to make it more of a mutual development program, where we encourage them to pursue topics they are passionate about and help them realize problems other in the world so they can research probable and realistic solutions so that when they get in the real world they can address them,” Surjania Aver, president of the Community Garden, said.

The Know Your Worth Book Club is a book club on campus that focuses on history, current events and other aspects of African-American life. This includes covering books written by African-Americans authors.

Both organizations hope their march works to bring the community closer together. They also hope for people to better understand their culture, history, and themselves.

“The march is not to protest the inauguration of Trump, according to the organizations’ representatives, but to give people an outlet to support change and growth on campus.

For me, if five people show up or if 500 people show up, it would be a good starting point for us to realize in today’s society, higher level people divide us.”

KEITH WOODS
President of the Know Your Worth Book Club
JOIN STUDENT MEDIA TODAY!

We are reporters, writers, photographers, videographers, designers, sales representatives, event planners, marketing campaigners.

We help students make connections to make the most of college. We give students a voice.

Join us. You don’t need experience. Now is the time to apply for our fall training programs.

To start your application, go to thegeorgeanne.com and click “Apply to Student Media.”

Internship credit available for MKTG 4790 & BUSA 4790.

For more info, email SMmarketing@georgiasouthern.edu.
GS STUDENTS ADVISE ON GETTING ADVISEMENT

Whether a student is new to college or they’ve been around the block a few times, the desire to do well during the semester is still there. If there was a list of do’s and don’ts laid out for them they would follow them in a heartbeat.

Thanks to the CLASS advisement team and a few Georgia Southern students, they can have just that. Not only a list of semester long do’s and don’ts, but also words of wisdom from fellow students about whether or not to listen to an advisor.

DO’S

Find a balance between school work, work and fun
Check and read your GEORGIA SOUTHERN email
Get to know your degree requirements and take ownership of your education
Make specific plans to meet your goals. “Do better” and “study more” are meaningless. What does that look like for you?
Stay healthy: sleep, eat nutritious food, get outside and exercise

Quotes From Students

“My advisor tells me to do whatever makes me happy,” Ashley Bryan, Junior political science major, said.
“I think the best advice from my advisor that I’ve gotten so far is to do what makes me happy. This is my life, and I’m the one who has to live it, so I should stop making decisions for those people that are trying to live through me,” Cheyenne Burns, junior business marketing major, said.

DON’Ts

Go home every weekend. Look for ways to be involved in campus or community events, even on the weekends
Plan to do all your homework and studying in the late evening. This is when you’re most likely to be distracted by other campus events, friends, TV, video games, etc
Hesitate to ask for help
Assume that just because you didn’t have to study in high school or your serious institution to make good grades that you can do the same at Georgia Southern
Wait until the last minute to be advised and register for class

Quotes From Students

“One time my advisor for my first major told me I should continue with my major for another semester but I knew it wasn’t for me. She was a nice lady and was just trying to help but in the end I’m glad I switched,” Sarah Scarborough, junior criminal justice major, said.
“My advisor gave me bad advice. Instead of pointing me in the direction of an actual professor doing research she told me to ask every teacher in the entire department. And then she decided not to be my advisor anymore,” Madonna Russell, senior biology major, said.
“My advisor told me taking trigonometry and chemistry would be no problem because the maths were similar. That was a lie,” Taylor Cook, sophomore pre-nursing major, said.

I think the best advice from my advisor that I’ve gotten so far is to do what makes me happy.”

CHEYENNE BURNS
JUNIOR BUSINESS MARKETING MAJOR

BY ASHLEE GILLEY
The George-Anne Staff
Most students see college as a time in their life where they just have to get through it to make it to the next step. However, every once in a while you come across someone who enjoys learning so much they continue to do so throughout their lifetime.

John Richard Lewis is one of those people who has chosen to be a lifelong learner. He is 65 and currently working on his sixth degree among other personal projects.

“It’s a matter of becoming a complete person. Realizing your full potential. That’s what I believe life is all about,” Lewis said. He also said that he “doesn’t believe in retirement.”

His Degrees

The first time he graduated college was with a psychology degree and spent the years of 1975-1978 as a drug and alcohol counselor in the army while stationed Germany. After that he decided that he needed to do something a little less negative with his life so he went to school for the first time. After getting a business degree, his second degree, he spent 25 years as a corporate business man.

Then, he once again decided it was time to pursue another passion. He currently holds five degrees and is currently working on his sixth: a studio art degree.

Decisions based on passion

While they may all seem very different from one another, Lewis decides which degrees to get just based on his personal interests. The studio degree he is currently working on was inspired by a lifelong love for creating comic book art. Similarly, his writing degree was motivated by a desire to put all of the ideas he’s had in his head since the 80’s, to put into an actual novel. While getting that degree, and teaching at Georgia Southern he was actually able to get most of his writing done. Although he is still in the revision process, his novel, “Strengthen the Things Which Remain,” is Lewis’ first fully written book. He says it is a “near future cyber-espionage thriller.”

Art and Writing skills

He uses his talent for drawing to make covers and art for his novel and hopes to fine tune his skills while pursuing a studio art degree. His novels, as well as his art work, can be seen on his website johnrichardlewis.com.

His website includes not only his novel and some of his artwork, it also includes samplings from his second novel as well as a few blog posts. He finished the first few portions of his book while he was pursuing a degree as well as a teaching degree here at Georgia Southern in the IT department. When it comes to writing, Lewis tries to follow the advice of Stephen King and write 1,000 words a day when he is seriously writing. Following this advice is how he was able to write ten chapters in just one summer away from teaching.

“Anytime I was on break I would just take off from here and go write,” Lewis said. He said sometimes he would write well over 1,000 words a day when the story just started pouring out of him. When asked what the biggest challenges of going back to college multiple times are, Lewis said that the first time he went back to school, all of the pre-requisites took a while to complete. It took him years of going back to school part time in order to achieve his second degree. He was working 60 to 70 hours a week and going to class part time, which meant he could only take one class a semester. Lewis considers himself a lifetime learner.

Lewis said, “you have to want it, to go back and do it.”
After turning the corner on North Main Street, there was a red building that stuck out with a simple sign that read, "Pladd Dot Music." Upon entering, the sound of local musicians trying out a variety of instruments could be heard in the chaotic yet harmonious atmosphere within the Pladd Dot Music store. Statesboro is home to Pladd Dot music store, which not only provides American-made guitars and amplifiers designed by the owner, but a safe haven for musicians to hone their craft and create a stronger sense of community. “Music is a very important part of human existence. Music stores give us access to the instruments that make such a thing,” Tyair Blackman, freshman theater major and musician, said.

Pladd Dot was established in 2008, but the original dream for a music store started in 1999, when owner and musician, Chris Mitchell, began a production studio in his Statesboro apartment.

Upon entering the music store, customers are instantly engulfed by a wide variety of musical instruments and accessories. “We have a full retail store which we cater to drums, keyboards, bass and guitars,” Mitchell said.

A unique aspect of Pladd Dot’s instrument selection is their variety of custom built C&G guitars and amplifiers that are called “Devil Cats.” “It’s from the ground up,” Mitchell said, “we have a full-time luthier staff that assembles [guitars] and an engineer that builds our amps from scratch.” Mitchell stated his guitars are steered by innovation, not profits, and bring an affordable American-made guitar to the market.

Along with music lessons and merchandise, Pladd Dot has a music program similarly seen in the 2003 movie "School of Rock" starring Jack Black. The program is called School of Rock n’ Roll.

After students take lessons through the store and become comfortable with performing, they are allowed to audition to join one of many bands assembled in the program. The studio books the bands’ performances in the community.

Experience Pladd Dot for yourself by visiting them at 38 North Main St., or view their selection online at http://www.pladdmusic.com.

Music is a very important part of human existence. Music stores give us access to the instruments that make such a thing.”

Tyair Blackman
Freshman theater major and musician
MEN’S BASKETBALL TAKES ON BITTER RIVAL APP STATE THIS SATURDAY

BY MARQUIS WILLIAMS

The George-Anne Staff

The Georgia Southern University’s men’s basketball team (12-6) take on their bitter rival Appalachian State University (6-10) this Saturday at home. The Eagles are considered the favorites. They’re 7-1 in Hanner Fieldhouse and undefeated in conference play. The Mountaineers, on the other hand, have only one conference win so far this season, but they aim to upset the Eagles on the road.

The Eagles are led by their back court trio of sophomores Ike Smith, Tokie Brown and Mike Hughes. Smith leads the Sun Belt in scoring with 19.6 points, with Brown in second with 17.5 points and fourth in assists with 4.3 per game. If this trend continues, it will be the first time two Eagles lead the conference in scoring in program history. Hughes is currently ranked 22nd in points per game with 10.7, but he is essential in rallying the team when he’s needed the most.

If the Eagles want to beat App State, they have to play their game like they’ve been doing on their six-game win streak. They can’t allow the pressure of being number one in the conference and undefeated to distract them from the game. A key player the Eagles will have to key in on is sophomore guard Ronshad Shabazz. Shabazz is sixth in the Sun Belt in scoring with 15.7 points per game and eighth in three point field goals made with 34. Stopping him from making key plays could give the Eagles a tighter grip on the game.

The Eagles won both games played against App State last year winning by one point in the first match-up and by 25 points when the Eagles played at home. They play this Saturday in Hanner Fieldhouse at 5 p.m.

KEYS FOR AN APP STATE VICTORY IN STATESBORO

Appalachian State (6-10, 1-4 Sun Belt) visits rival Georgia Southern (12-6, 5-0 Sun Belt) on Saturday in the teams first meeting of the season. The first game will be played in Georgia and the Eagles travel to Boone on February 13. As the Mountaineers struggle, the Eagles look to continue their perfect Sun Belt record and six game winning streak.

Three keys for the Mountaineers to pick up a victory:

CONTROL IKE SMITH

Georgia Southern’s Ike Smith has been getting to the basket at will for the Eagles and has been putting the pressure on the defenders not to foul. Smith has seen a tremendous

growth from his freshman year to his sophomore averaging almost nine more points per game and five more minutes per game.

Appalachian State has to force Smith to contested jump shots and take away the driving lanes. On the season, Smith is only shooting 36 percent from behind the arc.

Smith is too good of a player to only limit him to three point attempts. He will have opportunities to attack the basket and when he does the Mountaineers cannot foul.

Over the past five games, Smith has been drawing five fouls a game from the opponents. The Mountaineers will have to work on not committing as much fouls as they rank 37 in the nation in opponent’s free throw attempts.

MIX UP THE DEFENSIVE SCHEMES

Appalachian State consistently plays man-to-man defensive but in this game they might look to go into a zone. The zone will force the Eagles slashing guards who regularly get to the basket, settle for jumpshsots.

The Eagles only shoot 34 percent from the three-point line with two players only averaging above 35 percent. In the zone, the Mountaineers will have to always know where the long-range sniper Jake Allsmiller is. He is averaging just a shade fewer than 42 percent this season.

App must watch for a lot of set plays from the Eagles whether it’s against zone or man to try and get Allsmiller hot early.

AN EFFICIENT NIGHT FROM RONSHAD SHABAZZ

There is no question that Shabazz is the Mountaineers best scorer, but some games this year his field goal percentage has been less than pedestrian. Shabazz jumped from 11 points a game his freshman year to just a shade under 16 points a game.

The Mountaineers go as far as Shabazz takes them with a 6-0 record when he shoots over 45 percent. Look for Shabazz to attack the basket early and set up his outside game.

In order for the Mountaineers to knock off conference leader Georgia Southern, they are going to need a stellar performance out of Ronshad Shabazz.
ASU MERGER LEAVES MORE QUESTIONS THAN ANSWERS FOR GS ATHLETICS

Georgia Southern Men’s Basketball Head coach Mark Byington addresses his team during pregame warm-ups. The future of ASU’s athletic programs remains uncertain.

MICK MILLER

DEVIN CONWAY
Devin is the Sports editor from Manchester, New Hampshire

The University System of Georgia’s Board of Regents approved a consolidation proposal to merge Georgia Southern University and Armstrong Atlantic State University on Wednesday, January 11.

GS will retain its name and its institutions, but ASU will be dissolved and its campus will become an extension of GS. The process of merging the two institutions will take approximately 18 months to be fully implemented, and this transition will be led by representatives of both universities.

The merger is sure to be an arduous process with many difficult decisions to be made along the way.

Having said that, there are few challenges that these transition teams will face that appear to be as irreconcilable as the attempt to combine two athletic programs that differ from one another in almost every way imaginable.

Seeing as how both universities fall under different NCAA classifications, have different academic programs and offer different benefits to student-athletes, there is obviously some discrepancy in terms of the talent and prestige of the respective athletic institutions.

The Future of ASU Athletics

ASU is home to 12 intercollegiate sports including baseball, softball, women’s volleyball, women’s soccer, men’s and women’s basketball, tennis, cross country and golf.

Although there are no statistics available for the exact number of student-athletes at ASU, it’s safe to assume that there will be anywhere from one to a few hundred students whose futures remain uncertain.

There appears to be no possible outcome in which all of ASU’s student-athletes are able to both remain under scholarship and join the athletic programs of GS.

Take for example the Men’s Basketball team at GS, which maintains a roster of just 16 players, and the Men’s Basketball team at ASU, which also maintains a roster of 16 players.

Given this example, the impending merger raises a number of obvious questions that can be generalized across all of the various intercollegiate teams and student-athletes in question.

Questions At Hand

After the merger is completed, what will happen to those 16 basketball players from ASU?

Will those players be offered a chance to tryout for GS, and if so, who has the final say in deciding the fate of these student-athletes?

If there are tryouts, will those who don’t make the cut remain under athletic scholarships?

What will happen to the basketball facilities of ASU?

Hypothetically, if the basketball team at ASU were better than that of GS, would the Eagles then get rid of their team and be replaced by the team at ASU?

As of now, the only statement regarding the status of both the GS and ASU athletic programs can be found on the frequently asked questions portion of GS’s consolidation website.

The question reads:

“How will the consolidation impact student-athletes and athletic programs?”

“Athletics is an aspect of the consolidation that has to be decided upon early in the process because of the seasonality of athletics. This is a priority and we will get answers to students and coaches as soon as possible. We will work within conference requirements to resolve issues for student-athletes. Student-athletes’ scholarships will be honored throughout the consolidation process.”

GATA Archery League 1/9 - 3/6
Conceal Carry Course 1/21
Pistol Cleaning Course 1/25, 3/15, 5/3
Women’s Firearm Fundamentals 1/26, 3/1, 4/12
Next Steps 1/28, 3/7, 4/29
Try Archery 2/3, 2/27, 3/24, 4/23
Bowling Pin Competition 2/13, 2/28, 3/13, 3/28
IM Team Archery 2/15 - 4/5
Rifle Cleaning Course 2/15, 4/19
Date Night 2/17, 3/24, 4/21
Explore Turkey Hunting 2/25
Explore Archery - Collegiate 3/5
Private Lessons Call for more info

The dates listed above are the event dates. Some programs require pre-registration. Visit our website for more information and deadlines.

Georgia Southern University
2771 Old Register Rd.
Statesboro, GA 30458
912-GSU-SSEC (478-7732)
GSShooter

To contact the sports editor, email gasports@georgiasouthern.edu
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Georgia Southern (5-11, 1-4) returns to Hanner Fieldhouse on Thursday for the first time since their nail-biting loss to Troy on Jan. 7. Their opponent is the Coastal Carolina Chanticleers (7-8), who sit at fifth in the Sun Belt standings.

Going into their matchup against new conference member Coastal Carolina, the Eagles are coming off of a two-game road trip in which they defeated Louisiana-Monroe 65-64, but fell to Louisiana-Lafayette 79-52 two days later. To defeat Coastal Carolina, GS might look to the three-point line, as they make 7.1 threes per game, compared to Coastal’s 2.8 per contest. On Saturday, rival Appalachian State makes its trip to Statesboro for the season. They were defeated by Coastal Carolina, GS’s first opponent of the week 60-55 on Saturday. The Mountaineers are only 3-6 on the road this year, which could make them vulnerable going into a rivalry game away from home.

Though these might appear as just two more games in the middle of a long conference schedule, they may tell a lot about how the Eagles will finish the year. There will only be four more home games for the Eagles after this weekend, versus six on the road, meaning the crowd will be against them more times than not moving forward. Four of their last 10 games of the season come against the top four teams in the Sun Belt standings. If GS wants to finish with a commendable record after a slow start in conference play, they will need to defeat two below .500 teams before they face tougher competition.

Tipoff for Coastal Carolina is at 7 p.m. in Hanner Fieldhouse. The Eagles welcome arch rival App. State on Saturday at 2 p.m.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL TAKES ON COASTAL CAROLINA AND APP STATE

BY JERELL RUSHIN
The George-Anne Staff

Georgia Southern, who currently sit fourth in the Sun Belt, take on Coastal Carolina and Appalachian State on Thursday and Saturday, respectively.

With the season nearing its end, the Eagles will look to build on some recent offensive improvements.

The Eagles defeated Charleston Southern 82-71 on the road last Saturday, winning their third straight game. In that game, Georgia Southern shot 49 percent from the field and 36 percent from the three-point line.

Though these Pights aSSear direFor ToP .leinlein assured the season finale athletes they were going to stiFN termination. Georgia Southern fans called for a as hoSed Pany *eorgia (PSalaFhian State Panes Coastal’s 2.8 per contest.

THREE'S CORNERED TO PIGHT LOOK TO THE THREE TO DEFEAT COASTAL CAROLINA, LAFAYETTE 79-52 TWO DAYS LATER. 65-44, BUT FELL TO LOUISIANA- \n
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NEW FOOTBALL COACHING SITUATION LOOKS STRONG

BY MCCLAIN BAXLEY
The George-Anne Staff

After Tyson Summers’ first season as head coach of the Eagles didn’t go as well as hoped, many Georgia Southern fans called for a termination. Following the Troy win in the season finale, athletics director Tom Kleinlein assured fans they were going to stick with Summers. With the head coach in place, however, several changes would occur on the rest of the football staff.

Over winter break, a total of seven changes were made. The majority of transitions happened on the offensive side of the ball, including a new wide receivers coach, offensive line coach and offensive coordinator.

Juston Wood is the new wide receivers coach and has quite a diverse football background. Upon graduating from Portland State, Wood played three seasons in the Arena Football League as quarterback. After his Arena football career was up, he went to David Douglas High School to assistant coach. From 2009 to 2016, Wood coached at California Polytechnic State University, where he held the roles of wide receivers coach, quarterbacks coach and offensive coordinator before leaving the Mustangs for GS.

If the name Bob Bodine seems familiar, it’s because he has been a coach for the Eagles before. Bodine was OLB coach, wide receivers coach and assistant coach from 1999 to 2002, helping Head Coach Paul Johnson win back to back championships. Following his departure from GS, he took a role coaching on many military schools, including Virginia Military Institute, the Citadel and most recently, Army West Point as offensive line coach. Having experience as an offensive line coach for an option team should be good, as GS runs the same offense.

Perhaps the biggest name and biggest spot to fill was Bryan Cook being hired as the new offensive coordinator. Similar to Juston Wood, Cook also spent some of his college coaching career at Cal Poly before leaving to become quarterbacks coach at Georgia Tech. During his tenure with the Yellow Jackets, they went to a bowl every year. Cook was there including a 2014 Orange Bowl over SEC opponent Mississippi State. Coaching at a Power 5 school, running the option offense and recruiting in Georgia are all great signs for Tyson Summers and all involved with Georgia Southern Football.

Other coaching changes are Chad Lansford promoted to assistant head coach, Oftten Downs as safeties coach, Andrew Dodge as director of student athlete development and Dwayne Chandler as strength and conditioning coach to replace previously terminated Tedell Dorse.

Dorse was released last fall following a harassment claim.